
TOUR PRESS RELEASE

FUCK ART, LET’S DANCE! 

Dates: 8th November - 31st December 2014 
For Fans of… Everything Everything, Friendly Fires, Foals 

“…melodies so crisp, they ought to come foil-wrapped!” 
- NME 

Hamburg’s FUCK ART, LET’S DANCE are setting out on a mini-tour of Scotland as part of the European tour, 
bringing their upbeat electronic soundscapes to fans in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Inverness.  

To celebrate the announcement of their first Scottish headline tour, FALD will be releasing album track ‘Juvenile 
Ghost’ taken from their debut album ATLAS, which drew support from the likes of NME (7/10),  The Line Of 
Best Fit (8/10) and Q Magazine (online). 

FALD formed with the sole intention of making people dance. After growing weary of watching ‘gig zombies’ 
stand around at their local live shows, the band were inspired to make music that people could move to. The 
band’s name FUCK ART LET’s Dance speaks for itself. Whilst listening to them play their explosive live show you 
can imagine club kids from Dalston, London to Williamsburg, New York dancing carefree in the darkest, coolest 
corners of some of the best underground clubs, music pulsing, the band’s name emblazoned onto loose fitted 
vests, graffitied luminously across brick walls - FUCK ART, LET’S DANCE! have the capacity to start a 
movement and you are invited! 

Press passes are available for the following shows: 

• 8th November - Sørveiv Festival - Kristiansand (Norway) 
• 14th November - Schlachthof @ Winter of Riesenlöve  - Wiesbaden (Germany) 
• 25th November - The Electric Circus - Edinburgh 
• 26th November - The Garage - Glasgow 
• 27th November - Hootananny Inverness - Inverness 
• 31st December - MS Stubnitz - Hamburg (Germany) 

Guest list and interview requests to:	 	 	 	 	  
Paul McCallum	 	 	 	  
A Badge of Friendship 	 	 	  
E: paul@abadgeoffriendship.com 
T: 0208 605 2414 // 07852 284 053	 	 	 	 	  
URL: www.abadgeoffriendship.com

http://www.abadgeoffriendship.com

